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Summary

Useof transformation of study variate under IPPS sampling schemes is investi
gated. Horvitz-Thompson (HT) estimator is modified and itsproperties are
discussed. It isempirically shown thatefficiency ofmodified Horvitz-Thompson
estimator is quite substantial as compared to the usual HT estimator.
Keywords-. Linear transformation, Sampling with varying Probabilities, IPPS

sampling schemes.

Introduction

Horvitz and Thompson [5] developed a general theory of estimation
in sampling with varying probabilities without replacement from finite
population. Since then the development in sampling with varying
probabilities without replacement centred around various aspects of the'
Horvitz and Thompson {HT) estimator.

Consider a population U = {U-^, Ut Un) consisting of units.
Associated with Ut (/= \,2,.. .,N) are two variables yi (stiidy

variate) and (auxiliary variate). It is assumed that a:/'s are known. An
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unbiased estimator of Y= 23^ yi, given by Horvitz and'Thompson is
A n

Yht = _^.yilTti (1)

where Xi is inclusion probability of /th population unit in the sample and
n is fixed sample size. The Yates and Grundy (1953) form of variance
of HT estimator is

A /V

V{,Yht) = S (7r,n, - ttij) (ytjUi - yjjnjy (2)
i>j=l

where Jt/j is inclusion probability of ith and ;th population units
together in the sample. An unbiased variance estimator of HT esti
mator is

kr„T) -^(3)'
It was, however, pointed out by Durbin [3] that the //r estimator may

be less efficient than that based on PPS sampling with replacement for
some set of inclusion probabilities. Another major drawback of the
HT estimator is that its variance estimator my assume negative values
for some samples.

If Ji/rtj remains constant for all i then V(Yht) reduces to zero. Keep
ing this in mind and assuming yi = ^xi, recently, Prasad and
Srivenkataramana [7] considered a linear transformation of study variate
as

Z, = yt f (« - 1) bl{N - n) ; (4)

where b is some appropriate scalar quantity. Under Midzuno sampling
scheme [6] this makes Ziim alinost constant for all i. They accordingly
modified the HT estimator and shown that it is more eflacient than usual

N

HT estimaroras long as 0 < b < 2PZ, Z = S xu The use of trans-
1 = 1

formation suggested by them is, however, limited to only Midzuno
sampling scheme. Recently, Stuart [10] has dealt with the general
theory of location shifts, is sampling with unequal probabilities. In
fact, one of the practical Qoosiderations while using HT estimator is
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that n, n, > Wi,; n,, > 0, which ensures non-negative variance
estimation. There is presently no dearth of inclusion probability pro
portional to size (IPPS) sampling schemes in the literature, which satisfy
this condition. In this paper, a linear transformation of study variate
under IPFS sampling schemes is proposed and consequently a modified
JIT (MHT) estimator is developed and its properties are studied.

2. Proposed Transformation and Modified HTEstlmatar

I N
For any IPPS sampling scheme we know that n, = nXijNow,

wo propose to transform to z by

Zi = yi — a

~ The modified Horvitz-Thompson (MHT) estimator of Y under
IPPS sampling scheme with the transformation (5) is proposed ai
follows :

NYmbt = ,^^Ziliz, +Na (6)

We now prove the following theorem

Thborhm2.1. The estimator rjifflr is unbiased and its minimum
variance is given by

V{Yubt) min. = ViYHr) —WHWl

where Ff, = S («, it/ —m/) —l/";)'.
/>i = l

Wt = S (n/ Ttj —mi) (Y</«/ —yiM) ('/"« ""
/>y=l ,

A

Proof: Let us express Ymbt as under
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where is a random variable taking value one if th^population ith unit
, occurs in the sample, otherwise it is zero. Obviously E{t^ — Now

A •

taking expectation of Ymht, and using (S) it follows that

E{Ymht) = Z, + Na =^^Yi =Y (7)
A

Thus, Yuht is unbiased estimator of F.

Following the Yates-Grundy from of variance HT estimator, the
A . ^ .

variance of Ymht can easily be written as under

= S (7r< Tzj — iti]) (Zilni — Zjlnj)'
i>j~i

^ ^ f Yt - a Yi - a V= S (ffj Kj — TZij) -
I >) - I - \ m ji; J

from (5).

After little algebraic simplification, the final expression could be
obtained as follows :

V(Ymht) = y(YHT) + a* W,-2a W, (8)

The optimum value of a is obtained by differentiating (8) w.r.t. a and
equating is to zero, which is as follows :

aopt. = WJWi. (9)

' Therefore, theminimum variance of Ymht with optimum value of a
from (9) is obtained as

F(rHr)-W,VWi (10)

3. Efficiency of Ymht

It is obvious from the expression (10) that the modified Horvitz-

Thompson estimator will bemore efficient thanthe jyr estimator
as 1^1 is always positive quantity. When w, is proportional to Yp W,
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•reduces to zero and hence both the estimators are equally efiScient.
Therefore, the proposed modified {HT) estimator will fetch more pre
cision as against HT estimator in case of Yt departs from proportionality
to the "j.

-A

It can further easily be shown from (8) that the Ymht will remain
efficient than the HT estimator as long as a lies between 0 and 2oopt:
Thus, we have wide range for a to be appropriately chosen.

4. Choice of a

Since in practice Yi is not known for all units in the population, the
optimum value of a can not bs known. But, a reasonable choice of a
can be made by following methods.

(i) Consider the simple linear regression equation of y on ;c

Ti = a +p X Si (11)

where a and ^ ai:c intercept and regression coefficient respectively, and
e, is an error term. Now, from (9) we sea that

N ,

S {hi -Ri — Ttij) (j-ifm — yj[n,) (I/tk — 1/jt;)

"npi = ^ N (12)
i>f 1 ~

Substituting the value of yi from (11) in the above expression and noting
:N

that xtlTZi = S xjn, i.e. constant for all i = 1, 2, . . . iV in case of IPPS

sampling, we get

s _(Tti n; —mj) (eij-ni —ejjnj) (I/ttj —l/nj)
' ' -iv ^ (13)

S {m Tcj — m}) (l/nj —llifjY
i>j-\

In case of perfect correlation i.e. yi = «• + ?>xi, the equation (13) reduces
to Oopj. = «. Also, if y and x are highly correlated, the last term of the
expression (12) is expected to be very small quantity near to almost zero
and, therefore, under such situation the optimum value of a would be
very close to «.
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Using the following relations :

N N'

S 7t/y = (n — l)7ti ; E = n and S S ttj; = n(n — 1)
7 = 1 i j
J 5^ »• i ¥= J

the expression (12) can easily be written as

N, - N '
2 ytjiti = N^Y + S S It// yijiti r;

^^ (14)
S Ijm — -{- !• 'ZnijJniTzj

>• = 1 i

- N '
where y = S yilN. It has been shown by Stuart (10) that Oop, is

1-1
n n

regression coefficient of S ytjiti on S Ijui —N. However, this
i-1 i-,i

can not lead to a practical solution of a^pi in practice.

Thus, an appropriate value of a could boobtained on the basis of past
experience gathered in repeated surveys or by plotting yi against for
the sample units and gauging the intercept of the best fitting line.

(ii) The numerator of (14) can be estimated unbiasedly by

c = S yijn] —TV' y -j- S S yilmnj
'= 1 i^j^i

which can further be simplified as

« = S yiji:, ( S I/tt, — N)
/-I (=1

Therefore, an unbiased estimate of Oopt, can be obtained by

S yjTZ, i i ll^. - N)
I •= 1 i s I

aopt —
N N

S l/jTi - + 2 S nj .
' = 1 / # y = 1

(15)

Alternatively, another estimate of a^pt, though biased, can be obtained
by taking summation only over sample-units in the denominator of (15).

Thus, reasonably, a good choice of a can bemade from (15).
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5. Empirrical Study

In all eight populations are considered to illustrate the efficiency of
MHT estimator YmHt in comparison to HT estimator. First three arti
ficial populations are due to Yates and Grundy [11], 4, 5 and 6th popula
tions considered by Cochran ([2], page : 268), population 7 considered by
Sampford [9] and a real poulation 8 (F : no. of cattle, * : no. of farms)
considered by Prasad and Srivenkataramana [7].

Consider three IPPS sampling schemes suggested by Brewer [1], Rao
[8] and Durbin [4] for sample size n = 2, we assume every > 1/2.
Using different approaches, methods produced by them gave the same
expression for and which are as follow :

t:,= 2P<

2PiPj{[ — Pi — Pj)
£)(1 - 2Pi) (1 — 2Pj)

( I Pi \where D= 1/2 ^1 1—2Pi j

The values of Wi, and optimum value of a are computed for all
the populations and are depicted in Table 1. The variance of HT and
MHT estimators and relative efficiency of latter one over former, E =

100 V(Yht)IV{Ymht), are also computed and are presented in this table.
It may be seen from this table that relative efficiency of MHT estimator
is substantially high for almost all the populations. The MHT and HT
estimators are observed to be equally efficient in case of population 4,
because the intercept a is zero, i.e. the linear regression line of on x
passes through the origin indicating thereby no need of the proposed
transformation for the population.

Three IPPS sampling schemes for sample size two are considered
owing to simplicity in illustrating results empirically.

To investigate the sensitivity of the relative efficiency of MHT estima
tor to departure from the optimum choice of a, the values of relative
efficiency oi MHT estimator are computed for diflferent deviation from
the optimum value of a for all the populations and are given in Table 2.
It can be seen from this table that even if there is up to eighty percent
deviation from the optimum value of a, the MHT estimator remains
efficient than HT estimator.
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TABLE 1—RELATIVE EFFICIENCY OF MHT ESTIMATOR OVER USUAL HT ESTIMATOR

Population Oopl y^rMHT) y(.YMHT) Effieiency{%)

1. 1.84227 —0.6633 0.36 0.282125 0.04331 651

2. 1.84227 0.6633 0.36 0.282125 0.04331 651

3. 1.84227 —0.1327 0.0721 0.059375 0.051069 116

4. 3.26236 0 0 0.270250 0.27025 100

5. 3.26236 —0.9584 0.294 0.296450 0.01489 1991

6. 3.26236 2.0183 0.6184 1.450175 0.20154 720

7. 9.694 98.8650 10.199 1.374014x10* 3.65698 xlO» 376

8. 12.359 —1257.1520 101.234 8.112571x10® 6.84598x10® 118

TABLE 2—SENSITIVITY OF EFFICIENCY OF Y mbt TQ DEPARTURE FROM THE OPTIMUM CHOICE OF a

Values ofefficiencyfor population
100|1-a/o„j„ i

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

8 651 651 , 116 100 1991 720 726 118

20 310 310 112 100 416 321 242 114

40 203 203 109 100 232 207 179 110

60 151 151 ' 105 100 161 153 142 106

80 120 120 102 100 123 121 117 103

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
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